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INTRODUCTION and RFP SUBMISSION INFORMATION
St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground (“SAPP”, “St. Andrew’s”), an award-winning parks and recreation 

agency in Charleston, S.C., invites qualified vendors to submit proposals for a comprehensive cloud-

based Recreation Management software system to meet the diverse business needs of SAPP. This 

system will be a gateway used by staff and the public to provide recreation services including, but not 

limited to, the following:

• Activity and Program Registration (online and in-house)

• Facility Reservations

• League Management (rosters, team assignments, player rating, schedules, tournament brackets,

etc.)

• Advanced Membership Management capabilities for 50,000 square foot fitness center

• Financial Accounting and Reporting (cash and accrual/deferred revenue MANDATORY)

• Point of Sale/Inventory

• Robust Reporting Capabilities; customizable Report Writer preferred

• Payment Processing Compliance

Proposers will refer to and complete ATTACHMENT A, an Excel spreadsheet detailing the extensive 

functionality needed, for a more complete list of required features and functions, and respond within 

ATTACHMENT A on proposed solution’s ability to meet the requirements.

Recreation management software firms with the necessary experience and personnel required to supply

the software application and provide staff training and ongoing technical support in accordance with the

requirements outlined in this document are invited to submit proposals.

It is St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground’s preference to have a single provider meet all of the 

expectations outlined in this RFP for the functionality required across all aspects of St. Andrew’s Parks 

offerings, including the diverse needs of St. Andrew’s Family Fitness PLUS!, the agency’s health club.

Contact with SAPP

All communications regarding this RFP must be addressed and submitted in writing to:

Frank Stefan

Director of Operations and I.T.

rfp@standrewsparks.com 

No reliance should be placed on information concerning this RFP obtained from any source except as 

provided herein.

Questions About the RFP

Proposers can submit written questions prior to the submission deadline specified in the Schedule of 

RFP Activities on page 4. St. Andrew’s will respond as completely as possible to each question. 

Questions must be received by St. Andrew’s no later than the due date specified in the Schedule of RFP 

Activities. 

Questions must be submitted in writing and emailed to: rfp@standrewsparks.com

Notification of Errors or Omissions 

Interested proposers shall promptly notify St. Andrew’s of any omissions, ambiguity, inconsistency, or 
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error that they may discover upon examination of this RFP. St. Andrew’s shall not be responsible or 

liable for any errors and/or misrepresentation or misinterpretation that result from the solicitations 

which are inadvertently incomplete, ambiguous, inconsistent, or obviously erroneous.

Schedule of RFP Activities

The following table presents the planned schedule for major activities associated with the RFP 

distribution, submission of proposals, evaluation, and award process. St. Andrew’s reserves the right to 

change the schedule of activities, including the dates and times. An addendum will be issued detailing 

any changes to the Schedule of RFP Activities; all addendums will be available on the St. Andrew’s Parks 

website at www.standrewsparks.com/rfp. It is the responsibility of all proposers to check the website 

for addendums.

Activity Date

Request for Proposal Issued: August 6, 2021

Deadline for Submitting Clarification Questions: August 13, 2021 at 5:00PM ET

Deadline for Submitting Proposals: August 27, 2021 at 5:00PM ET

Demonstrations of Software: Week of September 13-17, 2021

Anticipated Selection Date: September 30, 2021

Go-live Date No Later Than: January 10,  2022

Amendment or Withdrawal of RFP

St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground Commission reserves the right to amend any aspect of this RFP by 

formal written Addendum prior to the proposal deadline or to withdraw this RFP for any reason at any 

time during the proposal period. Changes made to the RFP as a result of the response(s) to the 

questions submitted by software providers, or for any other reason, will be detailed in an addendum to 

the RFP. Any/all addendums to this RFP will be available on the St. Andrew’s Parks website at 

www.standrewsparks.com/rfp.  It is the responsibility of all proposers to check the website for 

addendums.

Attachments to the RFP 

This RFP includes the following:

Attachment A: Required Features and Functions in Excel spreadsheet

Attachment B: Cost Proposal Summary

Attachment C: Facilities Overview

Section 1 

1a. General Overview and Information 
Located in historic Charleston, S.C., the St. Andrew's Parish Parks & Playground Commission was created

by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina in 1945. SAPP is part of the St. Andrew’s Public 

Service District, which consists of Charleston County properties not incorporated into the City of 

Charleston.

SAPP provides programs and services to residents throughout the Charleston metropolitan area, 

primarily in the area colloquially referred to as “West Ashley” (an area located west of the Ashley River 

from downtown Charleston; West Ashley consists of St. Andrew’s Public Service District residents and 
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businesses, City of Charleston residents and businesses, and Charleston County businesses and 

residents). Residents of the St. Andrew’s Public Service District (“PSD”) receive a discount on fees; 

however, SAPP participants come from the non-PSD areas of the City of Charleston, Charleston County, 

and nearby incorporated municipalities as well. Those participants who reside outside the PSD do not 

receive fee discounts.

St. Andrew’s offers a full range of services to the Charleston community, including, but not limited to, 

summer camps, facility rentals, an after school program, youth sports, tennis programs, youth and adult 

programs, and more. 

In addition, SAPP owns and operates the 50,000-square foot St. Andrew’s Family Fitness PLUS! (“FFP”) 

health club, which features a year-round, 8-lane, 25-meter indoor heated pool, racquetball courts, group

fitness rooms, a full range of cardiovascular and strength training equipment, including free weights and 

machine circuits, personal training, basketball courts, and more.

Also, St. Andrew’s has three additional parks: Forest Lakes Park, Ponderosa Park and Community Center,

and Dogwood Park. The Forest Lakes Park has open space, a pool, and a clubhouse, and is a location 

utilized by St. Andrew’s for summer camps. Dogwood Park features a playground and open space, and 

an administrative building utilized by St. Andrew’s Parks staff. Ponderosa Park has a large open field 

used for soccer, a playground and a community building used for meetings and rentals. Customer 

registrations and financial transactions occur primarily online and in-person at the main St. Andrew’s 

Parks and Playground complex at 1095 Playground Rd., Charleston, SC 29407, as well as at St. Andrew’s 

Family Fitness PLUS!, located at 1642 Sam Rittenberg Blvd., Charleston, SC 29414.

ATTACHMENT A, to be reviewed, completed, and returned by all proposers, provides a thorough and 

detailed list of software functionality needed by SAPP to manage operations at all locations. Additional 

system requirements and/or details of required system functional and processes, requiring written 

responses by proposers, will be found in Section 3b, Proposal Format and Organization of Submissions, 

below.

An overview of SAPP and FFP programs and services available can also be found at 

www.standrewsparks.com.

1b. Project Background and Scope
St. Andrew’s anticipates that its current recreation management software may no longer meet the 

growing needs of St. Andrew’s in the future/provide the required functionality to completely satisfy the 

requirements for a department of its size and complexity.

St. Andrew’s is looking to migrate to a system that is user-friendly, uses real-time internet registration, 

increases functionality and efficiency, is easy to implement, and designed for configurability so that it 

can match our current and future business processes. St. Andrew’s also expects to engage a system that 

is capable of providing electronic interactions with the public via web and mobile interfaces over all 

devices (e.g., smart phone, tablets, IOS, Android, PC, Mac, all browsers, etc.), with unlimited users and 

unlimited devices (e.g., staff may access in-office on a work PC and at home via a tablet, etc.).

St. Andrew’s prefers to purchase an existing system that is commercially available and requires minimal 

customization to meet St. Andrew’s needs, is in use by similar agencies in other jurisdictions of a similar 

size and complexity, and is proven to operate effectively over time. The provider should demonstrate 
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long-term viability as a company and long-term commitment to customers through regular product 

enhancements and on-going support. St. Andrew’s prefers a fully hosted, cloud-based solution which 

provides staff and customers the greatest flexibility in accessing the software. 

All types of solutions will be considered; however, St. Andrew’s is interested in finding a product that 

has a secured Data Center that separates credit card information from St. Andrew’s network and overall 

makes Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance less costly for SAPP. St. Andrew’s currently uses Heritage

Payment Solutions for credit card payments. 

In addition, the system should provide for efficient and effective business processes and management 

tools to assist in program administration. Overall ease of use, including robust data and financial 

management and reporting capabilities for deferred revenue, is critical and mandatory. 

St. Andrew’s intends that the selected provider will provide implementation, project management, 

technical installation expertise, and on-site training to help speed employee and public acceptance and 

usage of the system, as well as ongoing exceptional technical support. The provider will coordinate with 

St. Andrew’s to implement the proposed implementation schedule.

Selected software providers will be asked to demonstrate a fully functional application customized to 

SAPP’s needs as much as possible free of cost to SAPP. Selected vendors shall provide live online 

software which are open to questions during the demonstration.

Required Software Components and Services

The system must be user friendly and able to manage the creation, operation, billing, and management 

of a wide variety of recreational programs, fitness programs, camps, athletics, and rental facilities and 

more operated by SAPP and FFP. Ongoing technical support services are also required.  At a minimum, 

the system functionality requirements include:

Account Management/Customer Database

The system should allow for a customer database that includes a flexible search capability. Software 

must contain an accurate and complete audit trail. System shall include the ability to implement 

different security/”permission” levels for staff users.

Program and Activity Registration

The system should allow for user-friendly program and activity set up and registration.

Facility Reservations

The facility reservation system should work with the program/activity registration component. The 

system will be used for indoor and outdoor facility reservations. The system should also allow for online 

accessibility, including the ability to reserve facilities online and the ability to view availability.

Financial Accounting 

The system should allow for an internal general ledger that tracks financial accounting for all 

transactions, such as revenues related to specific classes, programs, and facility rentals. The system 

should allow for cash and accrual- based/deferred revenue accounting functions with robust and 

accurate reporting capabilities including household receivable balances, household aging reports, 

payment and receipt registers, etc. The system should interface with or at least export to the current St. 

Andrew’s financial system, Red Wing Software’s CenterPoint Accounting.
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Marketing/Communications

The system should provide an option to export and print course data for the production of the 

department’s program guides. St. Andrew’s also requires blast email and text functionality, customizable

to specific groups (youth sports, dance class registrants, FFP members, etc.) and ability to send receipts, 

registration confirmations, and other information to customers.

Memberships

Membership functionality will include capability of tracking various types of memberships, discounts, 

families and individuals, expiration dates, renewals, etc. The Membership functionality should also 

include the ability to take member photographs, work with fingerprint readers/biometrics and 

register/correlate key fobs with bar codes for checking into the facility.

Online Accessibility

The system should allow for a user-friendly interface for registration, facility reservation and 

membership transactions. The interface should be accessible on personal computers, tablets and mobile

phones, all operating systems (e.g., IOS, Android, Windows, etc.) and all browsers (Chrome, Firefox, 

Safari, Edge, etc.).

Point of Sale

The system should allow for a point of sale functionality with internal cash controls that can support 

payment intake at multiple locations.

Reporting

St. Andrew’s expects to report and monitor the progress of programs, facility rentals, and the history of 

payment transactions through an internal reporting system. SAPP prefers a system with a built-in, 

customizable Report Writer to create specific reports. The system should also have a standard set of 

reports with the flexibility for customization as needed.

Payment Processing Compliance 

St. Andrew’s takes payments for its classes, programs and facility rentals using a variety of methods, 

including cash, check, credit and debit cards, and ACH. The system should be able to securely store 

customer payment data for credit cards and ACH transactions and create a payment export file 

(“NACHA”) for monthly membership payments.

PCI Compliance 

Should the provider collect revenue on behalf of St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground through the 

acceptance of payment cards, then the provider must represent and acknowledge that the provider will 

comply with the Payment Card Industry (PCI) regulatory standards including current Data Security 

Standards (DDS). Providers must represent that it will protect cardholder data. Provider will be annually 

certified as a PCI compliant service provider and agrees to provide evidence of said certification to St. 

Andrew’s Parks and Playground upon request. Provider also agrees to provide written notice to St. 

Andrew’s Parks and Playground of any breach of a system owned, operated or maintained by the 

provider that contains account holder data or information.

Compatibility with Existing Hardware

The system should be compatible with St. Andrew’s existing hardware and peripherals, to include 

printers, digital cameras, barcode scanners, fingerprint readers, etc.
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Section 2

General Conditions 
2a. Submission Requirements: The proposal shall be prepared with a straightforward, concise 

delineation of the software provider’s capabilities to satisfy the requirements of this RFP. St. Andrew’s 

does not regard the submission of a proposal as the establishment of a contract.

St. Andrew’s may request that proposers make a live web-based presentation of their proposal. If a 

presentation is requested, proposers will be contacted by St. Andrew’s to schedule the exact date and 

time of the presentation.

2b. Delivery of Proposal: Each proposal package or electronic submission must be received by the date 

and time specified in the Schedule of RFP Activities. Late or incomplete proposals will not be considered.

To facilitate the evaluation of proposals, one printed copy with original signatures and an electronic PDF 

version of the full proposal shall be submitted by the due date listed in the Schedule of RFP Activities. 

The original shall be clearly marked “original” with original signature of vendor representative 

authorized to bind the company in black or blue ink, and shall be sealed and clearly marked: St. 

Andrew’s Parks and Playground Recreation Software RFP 2021. The electronic PDF version of the 

proposal shall be identified with the email subject line of:  St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground 

Recreation Software RFP 2021.

Proposals shall be submitted to:

Printed Version: delivered to:

St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground

ATTN: RECREATION SOFTWARE RFP

1095 Playground Rd.

Charleston, SC 29407

Electronic PDF Version: email to: rfp@standrewsparks.com

Note: Any deviation from this requirement may result in the proposal being considered non-responsive, 

thus eliminating your company from further consideration.

St. Andrew’s cautions software providers to verify actual delivery of proposals directly to the IT and 

Operations Director via email at rfp@standrewsparks.com prior to the established deadline. A proposal 

received by St. Andrew’s after the established deadline will not be considered. SAPP will email 

confirmation of receipt to each submitting proposer.

2c. Proposal Costs: Vendors submitting proposals do so entirely at their own expense. There is no 

expressed or implied obligation by St. Andrew’s to reimburse any individual or firm for any costs 

incurred in preparing or submitting proposals or providing additional information when requested by 

SAPP.

2d. Acceptance: Submission of any proposal indicates acceptance of the conditions contained in the RFP

unless clearly and specifically noted otherwise in the proposal.

2e. Rejection: St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, in 

whole or in part, to waive any and all informalities, and to disregard all non-conforming, non-responsive 

or conditional proposals.
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Section 3

Proposal Format and Software Functionality Details
3a. Proposal Format:  In order to facilitate the analysis of responses to this RFP, software providers are 

required to prepare their proposals in accordance with the instructions outlined in this section. Software

providers whose proposals deviate from these instructions may be considered non-responsive and may 

be disqualified at the discretion of SAPP.

Proposals should be prepared as simply as possible and provide a straightforward, concise description of

the software provider’s capabilities to satisfy the requirements of the RFP. The detailed list of SAPP 

required features and functions shall be answered by vendors on ATTACHMENT A and returned with this

proposal as detailed below. Emphasis in Section 3a should be concentrated on accuracy, necessary 

details to delineate the system meets SAPP requirements in support of answers on ATTACHMENT A,  

and clarity of content. All parts, pages, figures and tables should be numbered and clearly labeled.  

Section 3b. Proposal Format and Organization for Submission: The proposal should be organized into 

the following sections:

Part A: Executive Summary and Guarantee of Proposal

This section should be limited to a brief narrative highlighting the software provider’s proposal and a 

guarantee that the submitted proposal is valid for a period of no less than one hundred and eighty (180) 

days from the submission due date listed in the Schedule of RFP Activities. The summary should contain 

as little technical jargon as possible and should be oriented toward non-technical personnel.

Part B:  Narrative of Provider’s Qualifications and Relevant Experience

This section should include the following:

1. Overall experience of the software provider and key personnel

2. Recent work history for similar projects

Part C:  Required Products and Service Proposal

In addition to completing and returning ATTACHMENT A, please describe what features, capabilities, 

and options your software includes that satisfies the following objectives in relation to the required 

components and services:

1. System implementation is standardized across the parks, facilities, and recreation departments

2. System improves and streamlines customer service and communications

3. System increases the consistency of collected customer and financial data

4. System increases the ease, accuracy, and variety of reporting capabilities

5. System tracks membership sales, expirations, and renewals

6. System utilizes customer information for activity and program tracking

7. System has customizable inventory management

8. System allows for customized user-based permissions and access 

9. System shall interface with, or at a minimum, provide data export to other software programs

10. System shall generate detailed membership, demographic, and historical comparison reports

11. System shall generate comprehensive financial reports including summary and detail end-of-day

reports, deposit reports, household balance aging reports, accounts receivable by program/activity 

reports, payment type reports, receipt registers, etc.

12. System shall provide online membership purchase and renewals and payment capabilities
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13. System shall provide online program registration and payment capabilities

14. SAPP staff shall be able to customize the system’s public access website

15. System shall automate program registrations, facility reservations, pass/membership 

management, league scheduling, and point of sale transactions

16. System shall include credit/debit card payments, smart phone/tablet registrations, real-time 

internet registrations, and plastic color photo ID card printing and scanning

17. System shall allow staff the ability to send emails and text messages with updates and 

promotions to organized lists

18. System shall manage registrations, withdrawals, and waiting lists for programs

19. System shall be able to schedule courts, meeting rooms, shelters, gyms, equipment, and 

facilities

20. System shall be able to register players, assign players to teams, and collect payments online

21. System shall be able to maintain a secure database of customer bank accounts and generate an 

electronic automated clearing house transfer file (ACH) for the collection of monthly membership fees

22. System should provide an audit trail indicating who made changes to information on the system 

along with a date/time stamp. Each user should have a unique ID in order to track edits and entries 

made to all aspects of the system

Part D:  Value-Added Products and Services

These are products services not otherwise identified as required in this RFP that the software provider 

may offer to SAPP. St. Andrew’s requests the software providers offer any additional products and 

services or make any recommendations it believes would enhance the operating and customer service 

capabilities of St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground and FFP. The proposal for value added products and 

services should include a description of all equipment and/or customizations necessary for proposed 

value-added functions to operate.

Again, please be advised St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground seeks an “out of the box” solution as much 

as possible, with minimal customization and/or additional hardware/equipment required to facilitate 

the software’s implementation.

Part E:  Provider-Hosted Solution

1. Describe your provider-hosted solution including hosting, integration, help desk/technical 

support, provisioning and desktop management capabilities, deployment model, impact to 

SAPP’s network and bandwidth, and any partners that may be involved in service delivery.

2. Summarize your proposed service level agreement, including any tiered levels of service, 

response times, and standard metrics. Please attach a copy of the complete SLA.

3. Describe your data center and storage facilities, including locations, staffing, physical security, 

environmental controls (including redundant power), redundancy/load balancing capabilities, 

data backups, and disaster recovery capabilities. 

4. Describe your security features including firewall, authentication controls, and data encryption 

capabilities.

5. Describe your change management, upgrade, and patch management policies and practices.

6. Describe your systems administration/management capabilities including monitoring of 

performance measures, intrusion detection, and error resolution.

7. Downtime and Backup Provisions
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a. Describe the automated and manual downtime procedures used in the event of system 

downtime or power failure. Indicate the activities which must be performed, the 

average timing of these activities, and the limitations of any specialized hardware.

b. Describe how the system files are restored from backup files and those routines St. 

Andrew’s staff would be required to perform in such a restoration procedure. Describe 

any capabilities for selective restoration.

Part F: Maintenance of the System

1. Describe the staff positions required to manage and operate the system, if any. State the 

respective levels of expertise and training needed. SAPP prefers offsite system management.

2. Describe all manual activities to be performed by system staff, including the frequency of times 

the activities are performed and estimated time required for each performance.

3. Describe the software maintenance provided for the system. Procedures and cost 

responsibilities for fixing detected errors and incorporating the features specific to this 

application should be described. Identify how software enhancements and updates are handled 

and who has responsibility for their implementation.

4. Provide a detailed description of your preventive maintenance program. The provider shall 

specify in writing the frequency and duration of the preventive maintenance required for the 

equipment listed in the proposal. Include a description of all guarantees, warranties and 

limitations for each hardware and software component.

Part G: Describe the uptime percentage for your hosted facility in 2020 and your company’s uptime 

guarantee.

Part H: Implementation Plan

St. Andrew’s will require the successful provider awarded the contract for this project to complete the 

installation and implementation so the system is live no later than January 10, 2022.

This section is to describe the implementation plan in narrative format supported by an activity-level 

project plan that details how the proposed solution is to be implemented. This implementation plan 

should include the following elements:

1. General Implementation Approach

Provide a general overview of the implementation approach you plan to use for this project.

2. Project Management Approach

Provide an overall description of the project management approach towards this type of engagement 

and projected timing for major phases. Provide a high-level work plan for achieving the successful 

deployment of the proposed system.

3. Hardware, Software, and Storage Design and Installation Consulting 

Please describe what you propose for the most effective deployment of hardware, communications and 

related equipment.

4. Data Conversion Plan 

It is possible that data conversion will occur when migrating to the new application; SAPP is interested in

migrating “Person Records” (name, address, phone numbers, emails, etc.) from the current provider to 
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the new system. Data migration done, if any, will be dependent on the vendor's demonstrated success 

of “clean” data migration of such information, as well as the affiliated cost. If data migration is 

contracted to be done, the provider is expected to assist St. Andrew’s in the conversion of both 

electronic and manual data to the new system. It is expected that the provider will be responsible for 

overall data conversion coordination, definition of file layouts, and data import and validation into the 

new system. 

5. Reporting and Report Generator 

Ideally, the selected provider’s system will include a customizable Report Generator to enable the SAPP 

team to create and produce robust, accurate, customized reports. 

In addition, the provider’s Reports functionality shall include numerous “stock” detailed reports typical 

to the parks and recreation industry that require little or no customization. SAPP requires vendor ability 

to provide and/or assist in creation of robust financial reports to include accurate, “hassle-free” 

deferred revenue reports.

6. Integrations and Interfaces

It is expected that information generally would need to be entered only once into the system. The 

system’s interface should be integrated in real-time such that batch processes are not required to 

transfer information from one area of the system to another.

a) Describe how the proposed solution’s interface does not require moving from “one 

module to another,” integrated together versus being purchased separately and interfaced.

b) Describe your approach towards interfacing and integration with other solutions 

including use of specific tools, methods and standards.

c) Describe data exchange standards (e.g. XML, Web Services, or EDI) supported or 

provided by your product.

d) As it pertains to St. Andrew’s  current technical environment described previously, 

identify potential issues for integrating with specific technologies that are used within SAPP.

e) If local customizations are made, do you provide any tools or assistance to easily 

incorporate customizations into new versions/releases of your software?

7. Training 

Please describe, in detail, the training provided and your solution’s best training practices. Ideally, St. 

Andrew’s prefers onsite, “hands on” training for SAPP and FFP staff on location in Charleston, but we 

will consider all training proposals, including hybrid models such as an onsite and “webinar” type 

electronic training, as well as fully remote-based electronic “webinar” training.

SAPP is not interested in a “train the trainer” approach; our requirement is that all SAPP staff be trained,

with segments of training geared toward user levels as needed (e.g. basic system training for front desk 

part time staff that just take registrations vs. more extensive training for Director-level personnel who 

enter extensive program data into the system such as fees, restrictions, etc.). 

Additionally, it is preferred that the provider have staff onsite at SAPP during “go live”; this presence can

be done as part of the conclusion of training to coincide with the go live process.

8. Change Management

St. Andrew’s recognizes that a movement from the current environment to a new solution will present 

change management challenges. The provider should clearly identify their approach towards Change 

Management including any unique approaches or tools that will be used.
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9. Testing

The provider should describe their recommended approach to the following types of testing that are 

anticipated to be performed on the project and the type of assistance they anticipate providing to St. 

Andrew’s related to such testing:

a) System testing, to include “sandbox” end user testing

b) Integration testing

c) Stress/performance testing

d) User acceptance testing (UAT)

e) Backup and recovery testing

10. Operational Redesign

With the deployment of a new application, St. Andrew’s wishes to take advantage of capabilities within 

the software that provide support for operational improvements. Providers are requested to describe 

their approach towards operational redesign including discussion on the optimal time in which to 

conduct redesign as it relates to implementation of the new system.

11. System Documentation and Manuals

The provider is expected to provide user manuals, technical documentation, and 24/7/365 available 

online help for use by St. Andrew’s as part of the initial training and ongoing operational support.

12. Knowledge Transfer

The provider should describe their process for ensuring that a transfer of knowledge occurs back to 

SAPP staff such that staff is capable of supporting and maintaining the application in the most proficient 

manner once the provider implementation engagement is complete.

13. Staffing Plan  

The provider should detail the type and amount of implementation support to be provided including 

number of personnel, level of personnel, time commitment, etc. If the provider is using a subcontractor 

please include information on subcontracting staff being used and their specific role on the project. The 

provider should also provide an overall project organizational structure for SAPP staff involvement 

during the project.

14. Site Preparation Plan

The provider should include a detailed site preparation plan. Before St. Andrew’s begins site 

preparation, the proposer shall certify in writing that St. Andrew’s site preparation plan addresses 

adequately all physical and environmental requirements for the successful installation, operation, and 

maintenance of the system. Any cost associated with site preparation that is not specified in the 

provider’s proposal shall be made at the expense of the contractor.

15. Implementation Timeline

Providers are expected to recommend an overall implementation approach and timeframe (including 

any phasing of modules) based on their experience with departments of similar scope and complexity. It 

is expected that the provider will lead the efforts in each of the implementation areas described.

This section of the proposal should not be limited to include only the above items in the response if the 

provider feels that additional elements may add value to the overall implementation process.
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Part I:  Cost Proposal and Payment

Proposers shall complete and submit Attachment B Cost Proposal Summary with their proposal 

package. In addition, the following information must be included in the pricing proposal:

1. Describe in detail the manner in which St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground will be charged for 

any products and services offered by the provider to complete the scope of work in this project.

2. Describe any consulting fee in detail. Include all services St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground will 

receive in exchange for this fee. Detail the number of personnel hours and expected duration 

for this based on anticipated time frame for project completion.

3. State the cost per hour for each employee the provider will be assigning in addition to any 

monthly fees.

4. Please describe in detail any anticipated costs for the provider’s personnel to be on-site for this 

project, if any.

5. List any additional costs which St. Andrew’s Parks and Playground will incur as a result of the 

provider’s acceptance of this project.

6. Explain in detail any portion of this project which you will subcontract to any other vendor(s). 

Identify the vendor(s) and all costs associated with that vendor’s participation.

7. St. Andrew’s will not consider time and materials pricing. Providers shall propose firm and fixed 

pricing based on the functionality and services described. For each item, providers must indicate

if the cost is one-time or on-going.

8. All on-going or recurring costs must be provided in the cost proposal on a fiscal year basis (July 1

through June 30).

9. St. Andrew’s recognizes that providers of parks and recreation systems often base their pricing 

models for on-going costs on transaction volumes rather than a fixed annual cost for 

maintenance and support. For each cost item, please specify if the pricing is a per transaction or 

fixed annual cost.

10. Providers shall provide price information for each separate component of the proposed 

solution, as well as the costs of any modifications necessary to fully comply with the RFP 

specifications.

11. Providers shall provide prices in U.S. dollars.

12. Providers are encouraged to propose recommended peripheral hardware.

13. To the extent possible, providers shall show any applicable discounts separately from the prices 

for products and services.

14. St. Andrew’s prefers that providers separate prices for each item in the proposed solution. 

However, providers are also encouraged to present alternatives to itemized costs and discounts 

such as bundled pricing, if such pricing would be advantageous to SAPP.

15. St. Andrew’s is expecting to evaluate long-term ongoing costs over a five-year period. Providers 

must clearly describe any anticipated changes in ongoing costs over the next five years in their 

cost proposal.

16. The provider’s quoted costs must include any charges for pre-installation, installation, training, 

and cutover work that may occur. Cutover work will need to be carefully scheduled and 

performed with minimal disruption to SAPP’s ability to provide customer service and its 

operations.

17. The provider should include a projected timeline for any progress payments, advance payments,

maintenance fees, etc.

18. Please detail any/all costs associated with system upgrades and/or updates; e.g., are upgrades 

and/or updates included in the cost proposal, or do any upgrades or updates require a separate 

additional fee? 
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Part J: Sample License and Maintenance Agreements 

Sample license and maintenance agreements must be provided in this part of the provider’s response 

for all components of the recommended solution.

Part K:  Client References

Provide five client references from comparably sized organizations that your company has provided the 

same or similar services to in the last five years. Include implementation dates, contact names, phone 

numbers, and email addresses for each.

Part L:  Supplemental Materials

The provider may include any additional materials or brochures regarding the proposed solution in this 

section.

Part M: Sample Contract

Please provide a sample contract for our review.

SECTION 4

Evaluation of Proposals

4a. Evaluation

The SAPP Executive Director, Director of Operations and IT,  and selected staff will evaluate the 

submitted proposals. The evaluation committee will consider how well each proposal meets the needs 

of St. Andrew’s as described in the proposer's response. It is important that the responses be clear and 

complete so that the evaluators can adequately understand all aspects of the proposal. The evaluation 

process is not designed to simply award the contract to the lowest cost provider. Rather, it is intended 

to help St. Andrew’s select the provider with the best combination of attributes, including price, based 

on the evaluation factors. St. Andrew’s reserves the right to require that a subset of finalist providers 

make a presentation(s) to a selection team.

Following a review of the written proposals and follow up questions (if needed) the evaluation 

committee will make a recommendation to St. Andrew’s Administrator.

St. Andrew’s reserves the right to enter into discussions with the provider determined to be reasonably 

susceptible of being selected for award, or to enter into exclusive discussions with the provider whose 

proposal is deemed most advantageous, whichever is in St. Andrew’s best interest, for the purpose of 

negotiation. In the event that exclusive negotiations are conducted and an agreement is not reached, St.

Andrew’s reserves the right to enter into negotiations with the next highest ranked provider without the

need to repeat the formal solicitation process.

St. Andrew’s reserves the right to reject any or all proposals received for any reason. Proposals lacking 

required information will not be considered. Furthermore, St. Andrew’s shall have the right to waive any

informality or technical defect in proposals received when in the best interest of SAPP.

4b. Award of Contract 

The contract award is contingent upon funding approval from St. Andrew’s Parish Parks and Playground 

Commission. In the event the selected software provider does not execute an agreement by the 

Execution of Contract date listed in the Schedule of RFP activities, St. Andrew’s may select another 

qualified software provider or call for new proposals.
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4c. Contract From This RFP 

Contract From this RFP and the software provider’s response, including all promises, warranties, 

commitments and representations made in the successful proposal will be binding and will become 

contractual obligations, and will be incorporated in the St. Andrew’s agreement with the software 

provider. Any contract(s) awarded shall be in a form acceptable to the St. Andrew’s Parish Parks and 

Playground Commission and/or its legal representative.

4d. Ownership and Public Inspection of Proposals

All proposals and related reference information submitted in response to the RFP will become the 

property of St. Andrew’s and will not be returned. St. Andrew’s will use discretion as allowed by law 

with regard to disclosure of proprietary information contained in any response, but cannot guarantee 

that information will not be made public. As a public entity, St. Andrew’s is subject to making records 

available for disclosure.
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